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Bed sediment transport pathways




30,000 TCs
in last 9000 yrs

Multi-decadal
Episodic

1 - 1.5 TCs / yr

1.5 - 2 TCs / yr

Regionally and locally, such pathways
 profound implications for
marine environments & habitats

Bed sediment transport
pathways
– what are they?
Parks, reserves, lakes don’t have cars

≡ sediment-free habitats.
Road Network

Completely inter-connected

Empty road ≡ lag surface

Busy road ≡ sediment present

Traffic jam ≡ sediment immobile.

Analogy: Traffic ≡ bed sediment grains
Roads ≡ transport pathway

Designing & managing new
road developments require
an understanding of how
the network functions

KEY is that each road type

≡ different benthic habitat.
... each (habitat) controlled by:

the nature of traffic

& the long-term net movement of
vehicles.

So ... EA requires us to know
how sediment moves
through the system,
controlling habitats
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Habitat = f (sediment transport pathway)


~20 km



Key aspects:








Sediment type
Presence / absence
Mobility (magnitude, frequency,
nature)
Thickness
Form (micro-habitats)
All habitats here...

.. depend on sediment from here

Superposed & related are:




Biology
Chemistry
etc
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Most marine habitats = sediment-dependent



Mangroves





Detrital coral communities
(turbid-zone reefs)

open coasts
& in deltaic systems

Seagrass beds







(type, presence, absence, mobility, etc)

In mobile sands
& in muddy embayments.

Most reef flats



Middle-shelf benthic systems
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The importance of physical science:

1: James Price Point
Northwest Shelf, Australia

Dredged channels, up to >30 km long
Permanent - effectively for evermore

Multi-decadal bed sediment pathway to SW

Reports from ~2007.
Surely all relevant information is clear by now!
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The importance of physical science:

1: James Price Point
Large fields of sandwaves
<few m high & 600-1200 m long
 southward bed sediment transport
7 km-long dredged channel...
Will cut entire nearshore transport pathway,
risking:
 removing surface sediments to S,
 permanent habitat change
Would be an indisputable result of
development, but issue missed in EA process.
Why?

EA

‘Characterisation’ & ‘Models’

Understanding & testing physical science
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The importance of physical science:

2: Turbidity (NTU, FTU)
~25 years - mainstay of EA
Q - Still useful for marine EA?
Optical backscatter (OBS)

Turbidity ISN’T

TSS concentration (SPM)

Light availability

Sediment transport (or rate)

Sediment flux to the seabed

Etc

In natural environments:
Turbidity = f [particle size, nature of PSD (esp. multimodal, i.e. mixtures),
shape, surface roughness, flocculation, Refractive Index,
composition, concentration...]

(Bunt et al., 1999)
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NTU (sondes)
c.f.
TSS (LISSTs)

Neaps plus
small waves

Turbidity...
Tides plus waves
A little silt
or lots of sand?

Days

Silty v. fine sand

Green & Boon, 1993

44 mg/l

Issue = Can be blind to major
sedimentary events, maybe of
critical environmental relevance

Settling of
v. fine-medium sands

35 mg/l

(63 - ~250 µm)

Quantitative use unjustified
Qualitative tool at best

at concs. >100x
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Environmental Assessment
- Current Marine Regulatory &
Guideline Documents
(e.g. dredging)

Key Federal document on
dredging has limited
physical & sedimentary
science.
Similarly:



WA EA guidelines
GBR/Qld documents &
associated influential
reports

MESSAGE...
If you are relying on existing
EA Guideline documents to
guide your EIA practice,
you are getting poor
scientific advice!

(2013)
(2015)
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Terrestrial environments.

Habitat understanding matters...
e.g. Habitat of the Wollomi Pine



highly valued, location secret
& we work to understand it

e.g. Bushfire



Once = ‘ecological disaster’.
Now = understood as part of
natural pattern of habitat
renewal.

e.g. James Price Point

(SAR 2010)

“Once equipment is removed from
site, rehabilitation would commence
to ensure that the condition of the
site reflects the existing surrounding
environment.

But no reference to
the marine environment.

“This would involve contouring the
surrounding landscape and
revegetation of native flora species.”
13

Pitcher et al. (2007)

1

2

3

4

Sediment-dependence
matters!
All these marine habitats are
intimately related to sediment.
Exactly how is unknown

yet this knowledge is critical
to our approach to
management.

As EA practioners,
you wouldn’t (and don’t) work like this on land.

So why is it ok to work like this offshore?
14
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Observation
9:10am

Implication

Topic

Speakers

Registratio
n

Locatio
n
ECL Lecture
Theatre 2

Prof Neal Enright, Dean of Graduate Studies,
ECL Lecture
9:30am
Welcome & ecosystems
Physical science underpins
habitats
Out
ofUniversity
sight, out of mind?
Theatre 2
Murdoch
The
Monster
Party:
Naming
and
Taming
your
Inner
Thesis
Monsters
but is weakly implemented
in marine EA. e s even before we sit down, a wild assortment
&/oroflag
in level of knowledge c.f. terrestrial?
When we sit down to write, or sometim
inner
9:40am

Thesis Monsters – variously threatening, cajoling, silencing,
g and distractin – can loom up and Dr Cecily Scutt,Ho n R esearch Associate, Centre
interrupt the research
g writin process. Naming these thought patterns helps us dfin nways to for University Teaching and Learning, Murdoch
keep draftig, thinking, researching
g and creatin happily. This presentatio
n
offers a Bestia
r y of University
Thesis Monsters, and encourages you to begin to name and manage your own inner critic
s
and
distractors.

Weak in understanding benthic habitats & resilience,
measurement techniques & programs...

Have we just been lucky so far?
Environmentally-perhaps, costs-perhaps not.

Parallel Sessions:
1. Publishing Journal Artic
l es in the Huma ni ties and 2. Publishing Journal Artices in the n
1. A/Prof Ingrid Richardson
Sciences
Work that is unpublished is work that is essentia
l
ly undone, but publicatio
n
in peer-reviewed
journals is a far cry from gstartin a blog. Ingrid and Mike will cover topics such as choosing a
journal, types of submissions, the reviewing system, criteria for acceptance, and dealing with 2. A/Prof Mike Calver
reviewers’ reports (including rejectio) .

EA principles include: 11:00am
“best practicable science, methodologies & techniques
appropriate to the problems
12:00pm being
Lunchinvestigated, relevant,
cost effective, efficient,
Start focussed”
Writin
g
, Keep Writin
g n : Dr aftig T echniques
1:00pm

ECL Lecture
Theatre 2

1. ECL Lecture
Theatre 2

Meeting international and national regulations requires
2. ECL Lecture
an improved approach
Theatre 4
Bush Court BBQ

This ‘hands-on’ session
g draws on the research on writer’s block to offer an array of techniques
to get moving oneyour writin
g pr oj ect. It is a chanc e to activl y e xperiment withnsome new
Dr Cecily Scutt
draftig t ools and strategies. We will explore free-writin, free- f alling, brainstorming,
changing
n
genres and other optios t o get the sactual ideas down fir t. Come prepared to write
during this session.

2:20pm

Achieving gSuccess in Writin Jour nal P apers
If you would like to learn some tips on how to write a journal paper that will maximise your
chances of having it accepted for publicatio
n
, c ome andejoin this interactiv wo r k shop. You
will have the opportunity to work out the main content of a journal paper based on your
current research; especially developing
l
an engaging
g
tite, cl ear ai m
s and m
e ssage t argeted to
your audience. The writin tip n
s are also relevant for thesis preparatio t oo.

3:30pm

Wrap Up and Evaluatio
n s and Pr i z e Draw

A/Prof Angus Morrison-Saunders

ECL Lecture
Theatre 2

ECL Lecture
Theatre 2

ECL Lecture
Theatre 2
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Responsibility lies with YOU,
the EA practioners:
1.
2.
3.

9:10am

Registratio
n

9:30am

Welcome

Speakers

Risks are great:
Prof Neal Enright, Dean of Graduate Studies,
Murdoch University

1.

Locatio
n
ECL Lecture
Theatre 2
ECL Lecture
Theatre 2

Misdirected effort
Lecture
Unnecessary environmental damage ECL
Theatre 2
Regulation bypassed by ‘habitat science’.

The Monster Party: Naming and Taming your Inner Thesis Monsters
When we sit down to write, or sometim
e s even before we sit down, a wild assortment of inner
Thesis Monsters – variously threatening, cajoling, silencing,
g and distractin – can loom up and Dr Cecily Scutt,Ho n R esearch Associate, Centre
interrupt the research
g writin process. Naming these thought patterns helps us dfin nways to for University Teaching and Learning, Murdoch
keep draftig, thinking, researching
g and creatin happily. This presentatio
n
offers a Bestia
r y of University
Thesis Monsters, and encourages you to begin to name and manage your own inner critic
s
and
distractors.

2.

Probably means some behaviour change
3.
Fully acknowledge the key significance of the
Parallel Sessions:
1. ECL Lecture
physical environment 1. Publishing Journal Articl es in the Huma ni ties and 2. Publishing Journal Artices in then 1. A/Prof Ingrid Richardson
Theatre 2
Sciences
All would discredit the EA process
11:00am
that is unpublished is work that is essentia
l
ly undone, but publicatio
n
in peer-reviewed
Encourage measures
to Work
journals is a far cry from gstartin a blog. Ingrid and Mike will cover topics such as choosing a
2. ECL Lecture
journal, types of submissions, the reviewing system, criteria for acceptance, and dealing with 2. A/Prof Mike Calver
Theatre 4
reviewers’
reports
(including
rejectio
)
.
•
establish the logic
Bush Court BBQ
12:00pm
Lunch
•
perform the background
science
Start Writin
g
, Keep Writin
g n : Dr aftig T echniques
9:40am

1:00pm

4.

Topic

This ‘hands-on’ session
g draws on the research on writer’s block to offer an array of techniques
to get moving oneyour writin
g pr oj ect. It is a chanc e to activl y e xperiment withnsome new
Dr Cecily Scutt
draftig t ools and strategies. We will explore free-writin, free- f alling, brainstorming,
changing
n
genres and other optios t o get the sactual ideas down fir t. Come prepared to write
during this session.

Help future regulations use these
gSuccess in Writin Jo&
ur nal P apers
concepts to underpin theAchieving
EA approach
If you would like to learn some tips on how to write a journal paper that will maximise your
chances of having it accepted for publicatio
n
, c ome andejoin this interactiv wo r k shop. You
practical application.
2:20pm
will have the opportunity to work out the main content of a journal paper based on your

A/Prof Angus Morrison-Saunders

ECL Lecture
Theatre 2

ECL Lecture
Theatre 2

current research; especially developing
l
an engaging
g
tite, cl ear ai m
s and m
e ssage t argeted to
your audience. The writin tip n
s are also relevant for thesis preparatio t oo.
3:30pm

Wrap Up and Evaluatio
n s and Pr i z e Draw

ECL Lecture
Theatre 2

Situation demands a paradigm shift.
Physical science is fundamental to EA conduct.
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